ABSTRACT. We consider F-algci)ras A that are generated by elements of the form z, (z-Ale )-1, 
INTRODUCTION
The algebra H(f) of holomorphic functions on a region l], with the compact-open topology has been characterized among F-algebras in several ways. Rudin [1] proved that a uniform Falgebra which satisfies a form of the maximum modulus principle is an algebra of holomorphic functions. Birtel [2] showed that under certain conditions a singly-generated F-algebra is the algebra of entire functions, and under other conditions it is shown in [3] that such an algebra is the algebra of holomorphic functions on a simply connected domain. Meyers [4] characterized H(f) by using the property that bounded sets are relatively compact. Carpenter [5] used the existence of derivations to characterize H(fl). Arens [6] gave conditions on a singly-rationallygenerated F-algebra which ensure that the algebra is the direct sum of its radical and an algebra of holomorphic functions on a region. Brooks [7] showed that the same conclusion holds for locally m-convex algebras in which a certain boundary is empty. In [8] and [9] conditions are given on an F-algebra generated by a finite number of elements that guarantee that the algebra is an algebra of holomorphic functions. These and other F-algebra characterizations of H(I]) are in terms of well known properties of H(I]), such as Liouville's theorem [2] , the maximum modulus principle [1] , Montel's theorem [4] , the Cauchy estimate [6] , Taylor's theorem [9] , the existence of certain derivations [5] , and others.
In this paper we consider F-algebras A that are generated by certain of their elements, In this section we assume that A is an F-algebra with a basis generated by z and z-; that is, for each z A, there is a unique sequence {c,,: n E ?'} of scalars such that z--Z CnZn where the series converges independently in the positive and negative directions of summation.
(In [14] algebras with bases of the form {z":n N} are studied.) We fit .t h spectrum of z for such algebras. ,n-1)z-n. 
Then J(A is PROOF. Since A is a Banach algebra, .Jig(A) is homeomorphic to a(z, z-l), which in turn is homeomorphic to a(z) via the projection map rl:a(z,z-X)--a(z)which takes (f(z),f(z-')) to f(z). (r, is one-to-one because each fE Ag [15] , A(r,n) is a Banach algebra with basis {z":n e l}, where z is the function z(t)= t. Abel's theorem shows that A(r, R) consists of those analytic functions f(t) ,_%oa,t" on Ann(0;r,R) for which (3.2) We show that this example is typical of Banach algebras with bases of the type under consideration. nut p(z) e (z), so _lfl, (zP < c, and hence by assumption ELol/,I =" < . Similarly, 1/p(z-1) e or(z), so E-%lfl,I p(z-')-" E_%lfl-,I p(z-')" < cxz, and hence ,,=ol,d_,,lp(z-")< cxz. These two facts show that the series E_ofl,z converges in A, to y, say. Clearly '=f and hence L is onto. Thus L is an algebraic isomorphism fi'om A onto A(r,R) and, since A(r,R) is semisimple, L is continuous. The open mapping theorem now shows that L is also a topological isomorphism.
